June 8, 2018

Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement
Connecta Corporation (“Connecta”) believes that all of humanity is entitled to fundamental
human rights, including those proclaimed in the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Therefore, we denounce slavery and human trafficking, as they deny victims of their
basic rights. Connecta is committed to ensuring that these rights are being protected. We
advocate the enforcement of laws like the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act of 2010
and the United Kingdom Modern Slavery Act 2015.

Verification, Audits, and Certification
Currently, Connecta does not directly verify that our suppliers are compliant with laws
regarding slavery and human trafficking in the countries in which they do business. However,
we seek to do business with suppliers with an established policy.

Internal Accountability and Training
Our employees are expected to follow the rules and standards set by our Employee Handbook.
This handbook contains information to promote human rights and the awareness of modern
slavery and human trafficking. Employees of Connecta are obligated to understand these
crimes and have the integrity to report any related incidences to their supervisor and to law
enforcement.

Our Business
Connecta produces parts as a service from raw material that we purchase. Manufactured parts
are then shipped to the customer or to an independent vendor for additional work.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no enslaving or human trafficking of persons within our
supply chain, and human rights are being fully protected. This reflects our best current
understanding, and we reserve the right to amend this statement based on subsequent
developments or information.
We understand that our customers could be subject to slavery and human trafficking reporting
requirements, and we are committed to assisting our customers in compliance. Should you
have any questions or concerns regarding this statement, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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